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HELLO THERE!
Welcome to the 33rd annual Newhouse Architecture & Design Competition, presented by the Chicago 
Architecture Foundation (CAF)! We continue to showcase the talents of Chicago youth. Our goal is to 
inspire design thinking by inviting teens to compare their skills to other students from across Chicago. 

CAF recognizes hundreds of outstanding student projects at the Newhouse Awards Exhibition each May. 
All students who submit projects are eligible for a variety of prizes and opportunities, including paid 
internships at Chicago-based architecture, construction, and engineering firms; a unique week-long, all-
expense paid trip to study at the renowned Taliesin, Frank Lloyd Wright’s School of Architecture in Spring 
Green, Wisconsin. This competition connects students to professional mentors in the fields and creates 
opportunities to develop high-level work for college applications.

Design for the built environment.
ARCHITECTURE • CONSTRUCTION • ENGINEERING • DESIGN
The Chicago Architecture Foundation inspires people of all ages to discover why design matters. 
We see design in all aspects of our lives – from objects & spaces, to processes & technologies. 

The 2015 Newhouse Architecture & Design Competition demonstrates that the definitions and fields of 
Architecture, Construction, Engineering and Design intersect at the corner of community-centric practice. 
The competition challenges high school students to advocate for their unique perspective as community 
members. Each division asks teens to use the design process to identify the key problem and develop 
solutions reflective of their views.

Each of these divisions asks the same big question: 
What perspective do you bring to the built environment? 

Final Showcase
On May 30, CAF welcomes all students, teachers and families to celebrate the accomplishments of all 
competitors! Projects submitted by the deadline will be displayed in a public venue, curated by CAF staff.

Competition Jury
Our city has an incredible network of professional designers, builders, and educators. CAF invites 60+ 
jurors from various fields to jury student projects, leave comments, and recognize a job well done. They 
look for evidence of the design process, critical thinking, and a professional presentation.

Introduction

REGISTER by apRIL 17 • PRojECT DEaDLInE may 22 • architecture.org/newhouse

IMPoRTanT DaTES

Competition Student 
Manual & Teacher 
Resource Packet 
available online for 
view or download.  
architecture.org/newhouse 

FEbRuaRy 3 

Project drop-off due date  
If you cannot submit your project 
by this date please email 
newhouse@architecture.org 
or call 312.561.2158. See the 
Teacher Resource Packet 
for more information.

may 22

Jury Day 
A jury of professional 
architects, designers, 
educators, and 
community leaders 
from Chicago will 
anonymously 
review projects.

may 28

Competition 
registrations 
DUE

apRIL 17

Awards Night 
Join us for the final 
showcase to celebrate 
all your hard work! 
Winners will 
be announced!

may 30
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Registration

All students must register online at architecture.org/newhouse.

If you cannot register online, please mail or fax the form at the end of this document to:

Chicago Architecture Foundation

c/o Jesse Banwart

Teen Programs Coordinator

224 S Michigan Ave

Chicago IL 60604

Fax 312.561.2158

General Resources

•  Your teachers! They are invaluable resources who have experience and knowledge that can help you 
get over mental blocks or technical pitfalls.

• architecture.org/newhouse – You can find FAQ, related activities, and download Newhouse documents.

•  ‘The Architecture Handbook’ (TAH) textbook - In many of the divisions, TAH is referenced for project 
parameters or tips. Please check with your teacher if you do not see one in your classroom. We will 
offer downloadable content on architecture.org/newhouse.

•  Saturday Studios - Saturday programs offer design activities that enable you to work with 
professional architects and designers in Chicago!

Some Tips for Visiting Project Sites

• Locate your site on a map to see the local context to know what to look for during your visit.

•  Acquire permission before entering private property. Remember, office buildings and apartments are 
considered private property, so be aware and be courteous when asking for permission. Always check 
in with security, especially if it is after business hours.

• Bring your sketching tools: drawing tool, paper, and your eyes!

• Know your planned trips. Do not put yourself in a situation where you might feel unsafe.

• Take a friend or classmate - they can be useful assistants.

General Rules & Helpful Hints
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What is the Design Process? Why is it helpful?

The Design Process is an approach for breaking down a  
arge problem or project into manageable chunks. 
Architects, engineers, scientists, and other thinkers use the 
design process to solve a variety of problems. Use 
this process in each division to define the steps needed 
to tackle each project, and remember to hold to all of 
your ideas and sketches throughout the process.v

The Design Process consists of 6 steps: 

1. Define the Problem
You can’t find a solution until you have a clear idea of 
what the problem is.

2. Collect Information
Collect sketches, take photographs and gather data 
to start giving you inspiration.

3. Brainstorm and Analyze Ideas
Begin to sketch, make, and study so you can start to 
understand how all the data and information you’ve 
collected may impact your design.

4. Develop Solutions
Take your preliminary ideas, and form multiple 
small-scale design solutions.

5. Gather Feedback
Present your ideas to as many people as possible: 
friends, teachers, professionals, and any others you 
trust to give insightful comments.

6. Improve
Reflect on all of your feedback and decide if or 
to what extent it should be incorporated.

It is often helpful to draft solutions back through 
the Design Process to refine and clarify them.

The Design process
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2015 Divisions
Design for the built Environment
ARCHITECTURE • CONSTRUCTION • ENGINEERING • DESIGN

1. Physical Model: 
Sustainable Residences
Create a physical scale model of an existing 
sustainable residential building in Chicago to 
discover how they work and why they look the 
way they do. 

2. Digital Model: 
Sustainable Residences
Create a digital 3D model, using software of 
your choice, of an existing sustainable residential 
building in Chicago to discover how they work 
and why they look the way they do. 

3. Landscape: 
Connecting Path & Park 
The 606 is a project in Chicago that is transforming 
old train tracks into a pedestrian-friendly, elevated 
park. Design a community park for the western 
entrance that is multi-use and for all ages.

4. Industrial Design: 
Community Bench Design
Objects are designed with usability in mind. An 
object like a bench has the power to transform 
a generic space into a place for people to rest, 
gather, talk and reflect. Design a bench that 
encourages interaction and collaboration with 
others near your home or school.

5. Civil Engineering: 
Build a Bridge
When Daniel Burnham designed the 1909 Plan for 
Chicago, he put a major emphasis on public access 
to the waterfront. Design a pedestrian bridge that 
connects the west and north branches of the 
Chicago River.

6. Graphic Design: 
Point A to Point B
Wayfinding systems tell you where you are in a 
place, where your desired location is, and how 
to get there from here. What information would 
someone, who has never seen your school 
before, need to successfully navigate it? Create a 
wayfinding system to make it easier to navigate.

7. Photography: 
Neighborhood Photo Essay
What story do you have to tell? This project 
challenges you to tell a story and through 
photographs of 3 different locations in 
your neighborhood, documented for others 
to view through your eyes.

8. Videography: 
Stories in Motion
Capture images and sounds of 3 different locations 
to tell a story using your neighborhood as the 
backdrop. Create a 5–7 minute edited film or 
video that captures the ‘essence’ of these different 
locations in your neighborhood.
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You are challenged to

• Use the space allotted and make decisions on what is feasible.

• Show strong problem solving and technical abilities.

• Show experimentation and flexibility of your thinking and ideas.

•  Show ability to take risks and plan a thoughtful strategy for 
building a complete model.

• Explore unique materials and technologies to create your model.

• Don’t forget… craftsmanship counts!

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS

Collect Information

•  What makes this house different from ones in your neighborhood?

• How does your house relate to the others around it? 

• What materials make up your house?

• How complex is the design?

Brainstorm Ideas

• What studio materials best represent the actual materials?

• What scale is most appropriate for your model?

• Make a small prototype to test your materials and combinations!

•  What parts of the model should you construct and assemble first?  
How will it all come together?

Develop Solutions

• Make some decisions about your materials and scale.

•  Consider how you will display your model; How much of the site 
or lot will you include? How will you position it on the site?

•  Gather feedback from your classmates and teacher––This is 
very helpful!

Final Design

•  Keep working hard! Even with advances in 3D printing, model 
building is core skill needed in school and professional studios.

1. physical model: 
    Sustainable Residences
THE pROjECT
Chicago is famous for its 
skyscrapers in the loop and classic 
brownstones in neighborhoods. 
Chicago is also the home of many 
award-winning green design and 
sustainable residences. Create a 
physical scale model of an existing 
sustainable residential building in 
Chicago to discover how they work 
and why they look the way they do.

CHOOSE 1 of 
these sustainable 
Chicago buildings:

F10 House 
by Esherick Homsey Dodge 
& Davis

915 N Wolcott Street 
by Studio Dwell

The Contemporaine 
by Perkins + Will
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915 N. Wolcott, Chicago

Studio Dwell
Completed 2004
3,442 sq. ft.

Marina City, Chicago

Bertrand Goldberg
Completed 1964
2.4 million sq. ft.

The Contemporaine

Perkins + Will
516 N. Wells Street, Chicago
Completed 2004
96,000 sq. ft.

F10 House

Esherick Homsey Dodge & Davis
1919 N. Keeler, Chicago
Completed 2003
1,830 sq. ft.

SITE LIST
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Be resourceful on deciding the size and scale of 
the model you are going to build. Common model 
scales include: 1/8” = 1’ and 1/4” = 1.’ Draw or 
print out a plan of your model before you begin 
so you know the final size of the model.

•  Do not include your name or school anywhere 
on your model.

•  REQUIRED Craftsmanship and care. Clean 
model, no excessive glue or materials. Clean 
cuts and joints.

•  REQUIRED Include site elements (trees, people, 
etc). Be sure to include at least one scale figure.

•  REQUIRED A monochromatic model is 
recommended, however you may use materials 
and textures with color. If you use materials with 
color, be mindful of the of the actual color scheme 
for the overall building.

•  Accuracy of representation, ability to replicate 
from existing drawings and translate between 
various scales.

• Level of detail exhibited by project.

•  Creative and appropriate representation of 
building materials – both texture and scale in 
model form.

• Demonstrate use of the design process.
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2. Digital model: 
    Sustainable Residences

You are challenged to
•  Use the programs available to your school and make decisions 

on what is feasible.

•  Show a strong technical ability in 3D digital models and ability 
to explore and render the existing building’s materiality.

•  Judges will be looking for a good understanding of the software 
used and your ability to leverage its model building and 
rendering capabilities.

•  Show that you are taking risks and experimenting with new ideas. 
 – Be creative and thoughtful - consider the details!
 –  Create a presentation that shows your thinking and important 

views of your rendering.

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS

Collect Information
•  What makes these house different from ones in your 

neighborhood?

• How does the building you chose relate to the others around it? 

•  What materials make up your home? What materials are used in 
these homes/buildings?

• How complex is the design?

Brainstorm Ideas
• What studio materials best represent the actual materials?

•  What sustainable feature impact the overall design – from 
floorplan to exterior?

• Make a small prototype to test your materials and combinations!

•  What parts of the model should you construct and assemble first? 
How will it all come together?

Develop Solutions
•  Make some decisions about your material representations. 

What looks most realistic?

•  Consider how you will display your model; How much of the site 
or lot will you include? Gather feedback from your classmates 
and teacher on your progress – This is very helpful!

Final Design
•  What perspectives should you grab images from? This impacts 

your final presentation. Representing a digital image in print can 
be tricky – test different presentation arrangements to be sure 
you’re capturing all details.

THE pROjECT
Chicago is known for its skyscrapers 
in the loop and classic brownstones 
in neighborhoods. Chicago is also 
the home of many award-winning 
green design and sustainable 
homes. Create a digital model of 
an existing sustainable residential 
building in Chicago to discover how 
they work and why they look the 
way they do.

The drawings can be produced 
using a variety of software including 
Google Sketch Up, Autodesk 
AutoCAD and REVIT, Autodesk 
3Ds Max, or other rendering 
software available in your 
classroom or online.

CHOOSE 1 of 
these sustainable 
Chicago buildings:

F10 House 
by Esherick Homsey Dodge 
& Davis

915 N Wolcott Street 
by Studio Dwell

The Contemporaine 
by Perkins + Will

Marina City 
by Bertrand Goldberg
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•  REQUIRED Drawings will be 18” x 24” stacked 
and center-mounted on a single 20“ x 30” board 
(provided by CAF)

 –  Do not include your name or school on any 
sheets or title blocks.

 –  Drawings may be on any drawing surface 
(vellum, Mylar, paper, etc).

•  REQUIRED Include minimum 3 drawings: two 
rendered scenes (‘daytime’ and ‘dusk) and a 
solar analysis.

•  REQUIRED Include a clear solar analysis with a 
short paragraph on your understanding of how 
the sun works.

•  REQUIRED Include a minimum of 2 people in 
each of your renderings.

•  REQUIRED Include title blocks with drawing 
titles and software program(s).

•  REQUIRED The scene must clearly illustrate 
a complete view of the building and be a 
perspective where elements such as vanishing 
points and horizon lines are considered when 
establishing the camera view and creating 
the scene.

•  Composition and understanding the concept 
of perspective and how it is utilized in 
computer renderings.

•  Effective use of the program and ability to 
manipulate software capabilities to create an 
effective rendering.

•  Effective use of digital materials, including proper 
representation of texture, color, scale, orientation, 
reflectivity, and correct materiality (wood looks 
like wood). Correct and effective use of light 
and shadow.

•  Use of editing software (such as Adobe 
Photoshop) is encouraged, though not required.

•  Demonstrate use of the design process.
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3. Landscape architecture: 
    Connecting Path & Park

You are challenged to

•  Research and consider the community that surrounds the park, 
and will be using the park.

•  Develop a design for all ages, seasons, and multiple uses.

•  Use the space allotted and make decisions on what is feasible

•  Show strong problem solving and technical abilities. 
•  Demonstrate experimentation and flexibility of your thinking 

and ideas.
•  Identify the key problems to solve, and develop creative 

solutions for them! 
 –  Explore unique materials, technologies, and visuals to inspire 

your unique design.

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS

Collect Information
• Who uses this area now? Why do you think that is?

• What types of buildings surround this area? 

•  How can you attract more people to use this part of the city?

•  How can you design the area to encourage people to use 
the 606?

Brainstorm Ideas
•  Chicago is a city of neighborhoods - What makes this park unique 

to Logan Square, or what gives this park specific ‘feel’?

•  Develop a series of prototypes and bubble diagrams!

• Make a small prototype to test your materials and combinations!

•  What parts of the model should you construct and assemble first? 
How will it all come together?

Develop Solutions

•  Push your ideas past functionality – can they act as public art 
pieces as well?

•  How have you met the needs of different audiences?

•  Be sure to get feedback from others!

Final Design

•  You are the lead designer on this project - What would you say 
to the community to convince them that your work can positively 
impact your neighborhood?

•  What did you observe in your research and how does your 
work address those details?

THE pROjECT
The 606 is a project in Chicago that 
is transforming old train tracks into 
a pedestrian-friendly, elevated park. 
Along with the elevated park, the 
606 will have 4 “entry” parks. These 
are seen as off-ramps/gateways 
into communities. The very Western 
end of the 606 is in Logan Square. 
Currently the park is trying to 
acquire land that is now occupied 
by the abandoned Magid Glove 
factory at 1800 N. Ridgeway. Once 
demolished, this space will 
be the entrance onto the 606 on 
the western edge. Design the park 
for this location that is multi-use 
and for all ages. Use the attached 
site plan.

This division is inspired by the 
2015 Chicago architecture 
biennial. In your solution, consider 
how architecture is art, landscape, 
materials, technology, and inspired 
by the people who use it.
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Maggie Daley Park rendering.

Expand your mind on possibilities 
of playgrounds

Hakone Pavilion by Tezuka Architects 
photo: Iwan Baan

Central Park Adventure Playground, NYC. 
photo: powertripberkeley.com

Ridgeway Park Acquisition Drawing- 
the606.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CPD-Ridgeway-Park-acquisition-drawing.pdf
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•  REQUIRED Drawings will be 18” x 24” stacked 
and center-mounted on a single 20“ x 30” board 
(provided by CAF) 

•  Do not include your name or school in any 
photographs or title blocks.

•  Drawings may be on any drawing surface 
(vellum, Mylar, paper, etc)

•  Drawings may be rendered in pencil, pen and 
ink, or using a CAD program.

•  REQUIRED Complete drawing set: existing site 
plan, new site plan, simple section (including 
people for scale), and two perspectives with 
people.

•  REQUIRED Design Statement paragraph 
(minimum 100 words) and include drawing titles, 
scale, and process sketches that show your 
design process.

•  REQUIRED This is a landscape design project. 
The design of the playground must be integrated 
into the landscape design of the complete site. 
The entire site must be designed.

•  REQUIRED Bike and pedestrian connection 
to the 606.

•  REQUIRED Include at least one structure 
or pavilion on the site.

•  Your design solution should respectful of its 
location in the middle of a neighborhood block 
(the surrounding buildings, neighbors, and site 
conditions). Keep in mind: what would it be like 
to live next to a park?

•�  Creativity of the final solution. Evidence of 
the design process through sketches, notes, 
pictures, etc.

•  Clarity and neatness of drawings using line 
weights correctly and effectively; layout 
of drawings done with consideration and 
thoughtfulness.

• Demonstrate use of the design process.
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4. Industrial Design: 
    Community Bench Design

You are challenged to

•  Design a bench that encourages interaction through its form 
and function.

• Build a model at full or smaller scale.

•  Create a unique design that encourages collaboration in 
your seating.

•  Show evidence of research and testing of your ideas.
• Show strong problem solving and technical abilities.
• Show experimentation and flexibility of your thinking and ideas.

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS
Collect Information

• Where will you build your bench? Why?

• Who uses this area now? What do they need? 

•  What materials will you have to work with?

•  Research types of bench design, public sculpture, parks 
and more!

Brainstorm Ideas

•  Where will your bench be placed? Why there?

•  Who are you hoping to bring together in that space?

•  What opportunities could a new bench create in 
your neighborhood?

•  What problems could this object help to solve?

•  Develop a series of small prototypes!

Develop Solutions

•  Push your ideas past functionality – can they act as public art 
pieces as well?

•  How have you met the needs of different audiences?

• Be sure to get feedback from others!

Final Design

•  You are the lead designer on this project - What would you say 
to the community to convince them that your work can positively 
impact your neighborhood? 

•  What did you observe in your research and how does your work 
address those details?

THE pROjECT
Industrial design adds form to 
function by conveying both. 
Objects are designed with the 
usability in mind, and an object 
like a bench has the power to 
transform a generic space into a 
place for people to rest, gather, 
talk, reflect, and so on. Design a 
bench that encourages interaction 
and collaboration with others near 
your home or school. This could 
be in a park, community center, 
on the street, or anywhere you 
see fit. Make a model at any scale 
(actual size or smaller) and create a 
presentation board that shows your 
design process and final concept.
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Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman, Charles & Ray Eames, 
Herman Miller Company

Amada Bench Design, Matthias Pliessnig, matthias-studio.com

Wave Bench, for Batawa Waterfront. Industrial Designer: 
Youssef Sayarh, youssefsayarh.wordpress.com

Wave Bench, for Batawa Waterfront. Industrial Designer: 
Youssef Sayarh, youssefsayarh.wordpress.com

Skyspace, Artist: James Turrell
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•  REQUIRED A model at any scale 
of your final design

 –  Do not include your name or school 
on any sheets or title blocks.

•  REQUIRED A presentation board that shows 
your process and final design concept 

•  Drawings may be rendered in pencil, pen 
and ink, CAD, or through a series of 
photographed models.

•  REQUIRED Create a name for your design.

•  Drawings are clear and neat, and layouts are 
done with consideration and thoughtfulness.

•  Demonstrate use of the design process.
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5. Civil Engineering: 
    Build a Bridge

You are challenged to

•  Build a pedestrian bridge connecting River West and Wolf Point.

• Focus on relating people to the landscape.

•  Research and consider the community that surrounds the area 
currently, and who will be using the park.

•  Explore unique materials, technologies, and visuals to inspire 
your unique design.

• Use the space allotted and make decisions on what is feasible.
• Show strong problem solving and technical abilities.

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS
Collect Information

• Who uses this area now? Why do you think that is?

•  What types of buildings surround this area? How much room 
do you have on either end?

•  How far must the bridge span? What types of materials and 
structures are necessary?

Brainstorm Ideas

•  Where will your bench be placed? Why there?

•  Who are you hoping to bring together in that space?

•  What opportunities could a new bench create in your 
neighborhood?

•  What problems could this object help to solve?

•  Develop a series of small prototypes!

Develop Solutions

•  How can you make the bridge functional for different audiences – 
on the bridge and below!

•  Develop a series of prototypes to test!

• How and where will you position the end points?

Final Design

•  You are the lead designer on this project - What would you say 
to the community to convince them that your work can positively 
impact the neighborhood?

•  What did you observe in your research and tests? How does your 
work address those details?

THE pROjECT
Civil engineers build for people. 
When Daniel Burnham designed 
the 1909 Plan for Chicago, he 
put a major emphasis on public 
access to the waterfront. Our love 
for water has extended to the 
Chicago River. The west end of the 
Chicago River is currently seeing 
major developments. Part of this 
section includes the newly designed 
riverwalk. This aims to bring the 
public closer to the water, and 
give a brand new, walkable, green 
space to Chicago. Even after all 
phases of the project are complete, 
transportation from the west side of 
the river to the new development at 
Wolf Point will be difficult. Design 
a pedestrian bridge that connects 
River West to River North. You have 
the power to decide where the 
bridge begins and ends.

Your final project will be print outs 
of your bridge design, a model built 
at any scale, and a reflection on why 
river access is important to bringing 
the city to a human level.
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606 Elevated Park Rendering, Chicago Illinois, the606.orgMillennium Bridge, London England, Engineering Design: ARUP, 
Architect: Normal Foster

Wolf Point and River West currently under development. 
Bridge will connect the two red sections.

BP Bridge at Millennium Park, Chicago, Illinois
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•  REQUIRED 3 drawings at 18” x 24” stacked and 
center mounted on a single 20” x 30” board 
(provided by CAF).

•  Do not include your name or school in 
any photographs or title blocks.

•  REQUIRED A clearly defined process with 
inspiration photos that show how you came 
to your final design.

•  REQUIRED Design statement (minimum 500 
words) that describes the story of how people 
use, relate to, or interact with the bridge.

•�Demonstrate use of the design process.

•  REQUIRED Bridge must be moveable to allow 
for passage of boats.
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6. Graphic Design: 
    Point A to Point B

You are challenged to

•  Simplify and clarify your school’s navigation.

•  Use words, fonts, colors, and/or objects to move people 
through a space.

•  Show how you used the design process to develop your ideas.

•  Show strong problem solving and technical abilities.
• Show experimentation and flexibility of your thinking and ideas.
•  Identify the key problems to solve, and develop creative 

solutions for them!

•  Explore unique materials, technologies, and visuals to inspire 
your unique design. Research is essential!

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS
Collect Information

• Who uses this area now? Why do you think that is?

•  Which door to you go into the school?

•  Who are the different audiences that the wayfinding system 
should help?

•  Observe people navigating the school – where do they get 
most confused?

Brainstorm Ideas

•  How would a visitor not familiar with your school the main office 
from the entrance?

•  How do we know which teacher is in which room?

•  Develop a logo set showing variations of each design.

Develop Solutions

•  How will your designs and the built environment interact? Think 
about the placement of graphics – think outside the box!

•  How have you met the needs of different audiences?

• Be sure to get feedback from others!

•  Print samples and test them out in your school – are people 
still getting lost?

Final Design

•  Have you solved your design problem?

•  Could a visitor not familiar with your school get from the main 
office from the entrance?

• See if your school will implement your design!

THE pROjECT
Wayfinding systems tell you 
where you are in a place, where 
your desired location is, and how 
to get there from here. Graphic 
Design is the organization of type, 
symbols, photography, and any 
other form of information. Using 
your school as your space, create 
a wayfinding system to make it 
easier to navigate. Consider it from 
the viewpoint of a visitor. What 
information would someone who 
has never before seen your school 
need to successfully navigate it?

You will display images of your 
new wayfinding system on a 
posterboard. You will also create 
a process book that shows your 
process. Take pictures of your space 
and show us the problem areas, 
your current wayfinding system, and 
your new design.
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The Vancouver Community Library, Architects: The Miller Hull Partnership 
photo: Zachary Kaufman/The Columbian

Campus Signage, fd2s Design Consultants, fd2s.com

Floor Signage, Tusk Agency, tuskagency.com/blog/category/art-and-design/

Hospital Icons, Manuel Bortoletti, manuelbortoletti.com
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•  REQUIRED 3 presentation pages 24” x 18” 
stacked and center mounted on a single 20” x 30” 
board (provided by CAF).

 –  This includes at least 1 environment photo that 
shows your redesigned system in your school.

•  REQUIRED A process page that shows images 
of your current system (before) with people 
interacting with those elements (or 
not interacting).

•  REQUIRED Design of a system for people 
to navigate that is unique to your school

•  REQUIRED Design of a signage system for 
classrooms, restrooms, janitor closest, etc.

• Demonstrate use of the design process.
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7. photography: 
    Neighborhood Photo Essay

You are challenged to

•  Research, plan, and capture a story through the camera lens.

•  Visually communicate the feeling or essence of place using 
design principles such as light, composition, depth, value, etc.

 –  Show a strong technical ability with photography 
equipment used.

•  Use the space allotted to make decisions on your 
strongest images.

• Show experimentation and flexibility of your thinking and ideas.

Note: The camera itself can be redefined by considering everything from 
cell phones, the scanner as a camera, or disposable cameras as equally 
legitimate tools for creating images.

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS
Collect Information

• What kind of camera will you be using?

•  What locations in your neighborhood will you choose?

•  What technical skills do you need to know? 

• What is the rough outline of your story?

Brainstorm Ideas

•  What time of day or in what weather should you take pictures? 
What will give you the best lighting?

•  What emotions do you need to convey?

•  Sketch out compositions you want to capture.

•  Jot down some key details and points of your story that you 
want to be sure to include.

Develop Solutions

•  Push your ideas – is there a unique angle, perspective or lighting 
you can use to better express emotions?

• How have you met the needs of different audiences?

•  Be sure to get feedback from others - it’s important to see if 
others are picking up on the story!

Final Design

•  How can your work can positively impact your neighborhood? 

•  What did you observe in your research and how does your work 
address those details?

• Consider using these photos and text as a tour!

THE pROjECT
Photographs tell stories. Every 
image you have ever seen has 
been through someone else’s eyes. 
What story do you have to tell? 
This project challenges you to tell 
a story, from your neighborhood, 
and document it for others to view 
through your eyes & photograph 
3 different locations in your 
neighborhood that:

–  Have a personal experience 
attached to it,

–  Are a landmark or essential part 
of your community,

–  You hope to or have seen 
change in.

Choose 3 final images for each 
space that visually illustrates the 
story you are seeking to tell. (9 
images total) Your images must 
include 1 space shot, 
1 detail shot, and 1 action shot.

For each location, write a 25–50 
word description of the what, 
where, and why of that space––the 
importance of your neighborhood, 
and how you have an impact on 
its design.

HELPFUL TIPS
•  Notice the unique colors and 

qualities found in light.

•  Pay careful attention to the way 
your photographs are framed.
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“The Gate of Little Village by Night....” photo: Statevillain (Flickr account)

South Shore Cultural Center, photo: Marc PoKempner

Detroit Michigan, photo: Getty Images
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•  REQUIRED 9 photographs total: 4” x 6” images. 
Must be full bleed or – with a border 
on each photograph.

 –  Do not include your name or school in 
any photographs or title blocks.

•  REQUIRED The photographs must be 
mounted on 8.5” x 11” sheets and placed 
into clear sleeves.

•  REQUIRED Design statement (minimum 100 
words) that describes the story of how people 
use, relate to, or interact with each space.

•  REQUIRED Each image must have a title, date, 
time, and camera model/type.

•  This is not a photo editing contest. You may only 
use photo manipulating programs to (in the whole 
image or specific parts) accomplish the following 
tasks using any method.

 – convert to Black & White or Duotone.
 – sharpen
 – remove noise
 – adjust the exposure

•  You may NOT apply filters that alter your photo 
to resemble other media types and styles.

• You may NOT use blur to all or part of the image.

•  Remember the overall clarity of meaning and 
focus of your narrative when taking your pictures. 
If the photographer’s intention is clearly defined 
in the photographs, the entry will be better 
received. Remember, you are telling a story!

• Demonstrate use of the design process.
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8. Videography: 
    Stories in Motion

You are challenged to

•  Show a strong technical ability with the camera and in thoughtful 
editing of both image and sound.

•  Tell a uniquely personal story through script and scenes in 
a 5–7 minute film/video.

•  Show experimentation and risk taking in your ideas and shots.
• Work with others and collaborate on your ideas!

USE THE DESIGN PROCESS
Collect Information

• Based on your group, what neighborhood will you be filming in?

•  Make a list of sites that interest your team––No decisions yet! 
Just write them down!

•  What sites are easy to get to and able to be filmed?

• What do you know about these places? Do research!

•  What type of camera will you be using? Get any questions 
about tools answered now.

Brainstorm Ideas

• What sites stand out to you? Why? Narrow down your list of sites.

•  How do those sites relate to one another?

•  What key details do you need to be sure to incorporate?

•  What kinds of shots could you take?

Develop Solutions

•  Make a plan for filming! Think about the time of day, weather, 
and your team’s schedules.

•  What shots do you need to get for each site? Get footage 
from multiple angles to help capture that ‘essence’!

•  How can careful and creative editing change the story? 
Experiment with different variations of the same scene–– 
Push your thinking!

Final Design

•  Keep editing! Consider hard or soft transitions between scenes. 
How does this impact the mood or intensity of the storyline?

THE pROjECT
Video is a powerful tool in 
storytelling, and can capture 
the built environment in a way 
no other media can. Capture 
images and sounds of 3 different 
locations to tell a story, using your 
neighborhood as the backdrop. 
Create a 5–7 minute edited film/
video that captures the ‘essence’ 
of 3 different locations in your 
neighborhood. Working in teams 
of 1–4 you will take us on a tour of 
these locations and tell the story of 
things like:

– The history

– A personal experience 

–  You hope to or have seen 
change in

For each location, write a 30–50 
word description of the what, 
where, and why of that space. 
Discuss the importance of your 
neighborhood, and how you are 
an important part of its story.
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Cature of “Ice Cube Delebrate the Eames”, Pasific Standard Time

Capture of “Making Bethnal Green”, A. Boyt and S. Harris
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•  REQUIRED Final submission must be in a digital 
format and playable on Quicktime or Media 
Player (.mov, .mpg, or .wav formats). Check the 
film on more than one computer to ensure that it 
is playable. Maximum 3 minute film.

 –  Do not include your name or school anywhere 
in the film.

•  REQUIRED Film must include a Title Frame and 
an End Frame.

•  REQUIRED Submit a printed or digital copy of 
your film’s narrative, script, and any graphics used 
in the process (story board, sketches, etc.)

•  REQUIRED Submit your film to CAF in a digital 
format (e.g. disc, cloud server). Please note any 
items submitted to CAF cannot be returned. CAF 
can provide a disk to burn the film on, but you 
must notify CAF by close of Registration on April 
11, 2015. Submit your film with a physical copy of 
your registration form listing all team members.

•  REQUIRED Work submitted must be original and 
created entirely by the student(s) named on the 
registration form.

•  REQUIRED Any person(s) outside of the 
registered team who is featured in the film and 
appears on camera (interviews) must have agreed 
and signed a permission form for their likeness to 
be used in the film. See the appendix for a copy 
of the form.

•  REQUIRED Any music or video which is licensed 
and not created by any team member can be 
used only with permission of the artist.

 –  These sites are good resources for trademark 
free music and sounds: mobygratis.com/film-
music.html and http://freeplaymusic.com/

• Teams of 1-3 people may submit original work.

• Demonstrate use of the design process.
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Important Dates

Anonymous

CAF Auxiliary Board

Heather McWilliams 
   and Fred Fischer

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

The Helen Brach Foundation

Dr. Scholl Foundation

George L. Jewell

Barry A. Sears and Kathy Rice

Catherine and Orjan Odelbo

Peoples Gas

Sharon and Todd Walbert

Melissa Arnold Memorial 
   by Dean J. Arnold

Beth and John Jostrand

Jeanne and Timothy Mayes

Janet Myers

CAF Docents

Beverly J. Rodgers 
(In Memory of Robert D. 
“Uncle Bob” Rodgers 
by Beverly J. Rodgers)

Christine and Paul Branstad

The O’Neil Foundation

The Rhoades Foundation

Timothy Nickerson

Ann and Richard Carr

THANK YOU TO THE FUNDERS AND PARTNERS WHO 
MAKE CAF EDUCATION PROGRAMS POSSIBLE:  

February 3 Competition Student Manual & Teacher Resource Packet available online 
 for view or download. architecture.org/Newhouse

april 17 Competition registrations DUE

may 22  Project drop-off due date. If you cannot submit your project by this date please 
 email Newhouse@architecture.org or call 312.561.2158

 See the Teacher Resource Packet for more information.

may 28 A jury of professional architects, designers, educators, and community  
 leaders from Chicago will anonymously review projects

may 30  Join us for the final showcase to celebrate all your hard work! 
 Winners will be announced!

Questions? Learn more online at architecture.org/newhouse or email 
 us at newhouse@architecture.org
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Registration Form

Physical Model: Sustainable Residences

Digial Model: Sustainable Residences

Landscape: Connecting Path & Park

Industrial Design: Community Bench Design

Civil Engineering: Build a Bridge

Graphic Design: Point A to Point B

Photography: Neighborhood Photo Essay

Videography: Stories in Motion

Review the eligibility matrix bEFoRE selecting your Divisions:

To register online, visit architecture.org

Note: You must also write, format and review your competition entry with your teacher BEFORE 
you attached to your registration form.

First and Last Name ___________________________________________________________________________

High School or Organization ___________________________________________________________________

Grade Freshman Sophmore Junior Senior

Architecture or Art Class _______________________________________________________________________

Instructor or Sponsor’s name ____________________________________________________________________

Home Zipcode _____________________ Email _____________________________________________________

Gender         Female         Male

Did you elect to take an architecture class?         Yes         No

How many years have you participated in Newhouse?)         1 year         2 year         3 year         4 year

Is the Newhouse Competition a requirement for class?         Yes         No

How has studing architecture helped with your other classes?

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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photo Release Form
Complete this form for EACH recognizable person. This form may be photocopied. Attach to the 
submission or scan and send to CAF at newhouse@architecture.org.

Date _______________________

Student submitting work ________________________________________________________________________

Category & Title _______________________________________________________________________________

This image of me may be submitted for judging in the Newhouse Architecture and Design Competition. 
I hereby irrevocably consent that, if this work earns a regional award, it may be used by the Chicago 
Architecture Foundation (CAF) or any other sponsor for publication or display in any manner.

Signature of subject ____________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________ City ________________________________________

State ______________________ Zip _______________________

Signature of Guardian, if subject is under 18 _______________________________________________________

Address, City, State, Zip ________________________________________________________________________

If you cannot acquire a signature from your subject, please provide explanation:

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________


